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Abstract
We formally prove the stackability and linearity of exception handlers of ML-style
semantics using a novel proof technique via an ordered logical framework (OLF). We
first transform exceptions into continuation-passing-style (CPS) terms and formalize the
exception properties as a judgement on the CPS terms. Then, rather than directly proving
that the properties hold for terms, we prove our theorem for the representations of the
CPS terms and transform in OLF. We rely upon the correctness of our representations to
transfer the results back to the actual CPS terms and transform.
Our work can be seen as two-fold: we present a theoretical justification of using the
stack mechanism to implement exceptions of ML-like semantics; and we demonstrate the
value of an ordered logical framework as a conceptual tool in the theoretical study of
programming languages.

1

Introduction

Exception handling facilities in modern languages like ML [MTHM97, LDG+ 00] or Java allow
the programmer to deﬁne, raise and handle exceptional conditions. Exceptional conditions
are brought (by a raise expression) to the attention of another expression where the raised
exceptions may be handled. Exceptions are not necessarily limited to dealing with errors. The
programmer can use exceptions as a “control diverter” to escape from any control structure to
a point where the corresponding exception is handled. Also, using exceptions, the programmer
can tailor an operation’s results to particular purposes in a wider variety of contexts than
would otherwise be the case.
In this article we formally prove a folklore property of exceptions: exception handlers are
used at most once (linearity) in a stack-like-manner (stackability) (i.e., installing an exception
handler and handling an exception respectively amounts to “push” and “pop.”). Furthermore we show that the ordering properties investigated in [DDP99, DP95] for results of the
conventional continuation-passing-style (CPS) transformation [DF92, Plo75, Ste78]— stackability of both continuation identiﬁers and continuation parameters— also hold for results of an
extended CPS transform which replaces exception-raise and -handle expressions by function
(continuation) calls and constructions in higher-order programs[KYD98, App97].
We prove the two properties as follows:
0 This
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1. In order to expose the semantics of exceptions in the program text, we encode exceptions
in source programs with continuations by using the extended CPS transformation.
2. We then formalize the properties of interest as a judgement on CPS terms.
3. We then prove that all terms resulting from the transformation satisfy our judgement.
We carry out the main portion of our proof (pt. 3 above) in a novel fashion— via an
ordered logical framework (OLF) [PP00], a new formalism which is particularly well-suited for
our purpose. Rather than directly proving that the properties hold for terms (which would
require a rather tedious logical-relations style argument), we directly prove our theorem for
representations of the CPS terms and transform in OLF. By working in OLF we can take
advantage of known properties of OLF terms (e.g. substitution properties) which simplify our
task. We then rely upon the correctness of our representations to transfer the results back to
the actual CPS terms and transformation.
Our work can be seen as a theoretical justiﬁcation of existing compilers that use the stack
mechanism to implement exceptions. Our work also demonstrates the value of a (ordered)
logical framework as a conceptual tool in the theoretical study of programming languages. We
believe that working inside OLF greatly simpliﬁes our proof. Of course such simpliﬁcation
comes at the cost of gaining familiarity with OLF. However, we feel the trade-oﬀ is advantageous. Logical frameworks have generally proven themselves to be useful tools for studying
programming languages [Pfe96]; and we believe OLF, though still a new formalism, will likewise
prove itself useful.

1.1

Overview

Section 2 introduces the ordered logical framework in which we will represent our terms and
transform. In section 3.2 we deﬁne direct-style terms with exception raise and handle expressions, CPS terms, and the CPS transformation for encoding exception-raise and -handle
expressions by continuations. We also deﬁne judgements on CPS terms for stackability (and
linearity) of the exception handling mechanism. In section 4 we give OLF representations
for direct-style terms and for CPS terms satisfying the stackability judgements. In section 5
we show the representation of the CPS transformation. This representation takes represented
direct-style terms to represented CPS terms. The correctness of this representation completes
our proof since represented CPS terms correspond to actual CPS terms satisfying the stackability judgements. Finally, we give a conclusion with some related and future work in section 7.

2

Ordered Logical Framework

OLF is a logical framework in the tradition of LF [HHP93] and its linear extension LLF [CP99].
Thus OLF is essentially a dependent type theory1 for which type checking is decidable and
canonical forms exist. Since OLF has come under study quite recently, the remainder of this
section provides the necessary background information to follow our proof.
OLF should be thought of as ordered linear types [PP99a] extended with dependent types.
Thus, we will ﬁrst review Ordered Linear Logic, the logic corresponding to ordered linear types.
1 Types

can depend upon terms.
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Ordered Linear Logic

Ordered linear logic (OLL) is a conservative extension of intuitionistic linear logic with ordered
hypotheses. We begin with a review of the fragment of OLL which we will use. For a description
of the full system see [PP99b, PP99a].
Types A

Objects M

::=
|
|
|
|
|

::=
|
|
|
|

a
A0 → A1
A0  A1
A0 & A1


atomic types
intuitionistic implication
ordered right implication
additive conjunction
additive truth

c
x|z
λx:A. M | M0 M1
>
>
λ z:A. M | M0 M1
M , N  | π1 M | π2 M


constants
variables
intuitionistic functions (A → B)
right ordered functions (A  B)
additive pairs (A & B)
additive unit ()

We build typing rules for OLL objects from the following judgement
Γ; Ω  M : A
where Γ is a list of unrestricted hypotheses, Ω is a list of ordered hypotheses, and a signature
containing constant declarations is left implicit. The inference rules will be structured to allow
copying, discarding, and exchanging of unrestricted hypotheses. However, ordered hypotheses
will not enjoy those structural properties— they must be used exactly once in their relative
order.
Here are the rules for unrestricted functions.
(Γ1 , x:A, Γ2 ); ·  x : A

(Γ, x:A); Ω  M : B

ivar

Γ; Ω  M : A → B

Γ; Ω  λx:A. M : A → B
Γ; ·  N : A

Γ; Ω  M N : B

→I

→E

Note that the ordered context in the minor premise of →E must be empty. This ensures
that unrestricted functions, which may use their argument arbitrarily, may not be applied to
ordered arguments, which must be used exactly once.
The rules for ordered functions follow.
Γ; (Ω, z:A)  M : B
Γ; z:A  z : A

ovar

Γ; Ω1  M : A  B

>

Γ; Ω  λ z:A. M : A  B
Γ; Ω2  N : A
>

Γ; (Ω1 , Ω2 )  M N : B

I

E

Note that the argument to an ordered function may only depend upon ordered hypotheses
to the right of those use by the body of the function—the order of the hypotheses constrains
their use by ordered functions.
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Finally we give the rules for pairs and unit.
Γ; Ω  M : A

Γ; Ω  N : B

Γ; Ω  M , N  : A & B
Γ; Ω  M : A & B
Γ; Ω  π1 M : A

&I

Γ; Ω   : 

I

Γ; Ω  M : A & B

&E1

Γ; Ω  π2 M : B

&E2

The reduction rules for OLL objects are simply β-reduction for both kinds of functions.
The appropriate notion of equality of objects also includes η-conversion so that every welltyped object has an equivalent canonical form.
Our calculus enjoys subject reduction, as proved in [PP99a].
Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction)
If M =⇒ M  and Γ; Ω  M : A then Γ; Ω  M  : A.
Proof: For each reduction, we apply inversion to the given typing derivation and then use a
substitution lemma to obtain the typing derivation for the conclusion.
✷
Finally, we note that this calculus has canonical forms as shown in [PP99a]. Thus all terms
>
of functional type may be converted to the form λx:A. M or λ z:A. M ; all terms of conjunctive
type may be converted to pairs M , N ; and all objects of atomic type may be reduced to a
constant applied to zero or more canonical objects.
The existence of canonical forms for this simple implicational fragment of OLL provides a
basis for an ordered logical framework. We conjecture that an ordered logical framework based
on a full type theory can be constructed along the lines of the linear logical framework [CP99].
In this paper we only need a two-level fragment as explained in subsection 2.2.

2.2

Two-Level Framework

We extend the ordered λ-calculus from subsection 2.1 to a simple two-level logical framework.
Level 2 type families p are indexed by level 1 objects M , and we can quantify only over level
1 objects.
Level 2 types F

::=
|
|
|
|
|

Level 2 objects D

p M1 . . . Mn
F1 → F2
F1  F2
F1 & F2

Πx:A. F

::=
|
|
|
|
|

c|w|y
λw:F. D | D1 D2
>
>
λ y:F. D | D1 D2
D1 , D2  | π1 D | π2 D

λx:A. D | D M

The extended typing judgement now has the form Γ; Ω  D : F , where Γ may contain
declarations of the form x:A or w:F and Ω contains declarations y:F . We omit the typing
rules which are very similar to the propositional case, except that we now need rules for the
dependent types:
Γ; Ω  D : Πx:A. F

Γ, x:A; Ω  D : F
Γ; Ω  λx:A. D : Πx:A. F

Γ; ·  M : A

Γ; Ω  D M : F [M/x]

and a rule for type conversion:
Γ; Ω  D : F

F ≡βη F 

Γ; Ω  D : F 
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Since we stratify the type theory into two syntactically distinct levels, βη-equality for level-2
types immediately reduces to βη-equality for propositional objects. Since propositional objects
possess canonical (= long βη-normal) forms, this equality is easy to decide, and type-checking
in the fragment presented above can easily be seen to be decidable. Furthermore, canonical
forms for level-2 objects likewise come as a consequence of level-1 objects having canonical
forms. We will use the judgement
Γ; Ω  D ⇑ F
to denote that object D is canonical at well-formed type F .

3

Terms & Transforms

This section introduces the direct-style language with exception raise and handle expressions,
its CPS counterpart, and the transformation between them. We use underlined constants (e.g.
handle) and lambdas (λ) to distinguish these objects from their OLF representations which are
given in section 4.

3.1

Direct Terms

We use the following syntax for direct-style (DS) terms:
DS Terms
DS Expressions
DS Trivial Expressions

r ::= e
e ::= e0 e1 | handle e0 (λx. e1 ) | raise e | t
t ::= λx. r | x

Evaluating the expression raise e ﬁrst evaluates e. It then aborts the normal execution and
locates a handler by going up the current evaluation chain. The e’s value is passed to handler.
The handle expression handle e0 (λx.e1 ) evaluates e0 . If e0 raises an exception with value v and
there are no other handle expressions between the current one and the raise expression, then
the current handler function λx.e1 handles it: the v is bound to x in e1 . Otherwise, the value
of the handle expression is the value of e0 .
We deﬁne the formal semantics of DS terms with a structural operational semantics [Plo81]
using Felleisen’s evaluation contexts [Fel87]. In doing so, we need to extend the expressions
to contain a set of raised values t that are thrown from raise expressions: e ::= · · · | t. An
evaluation context C is deﬁned by the following grammar:
C ::= [ ] | C e | t C | handle C λx. e | raise C
This context deﬁnes a left-to-right, call-by-value reduction. As usual, we write C[e] if the hole
in context C is ﬁlled with e. We use this context to deﬁne the reduction rule for arbitrary
expressions:
e → e
C[e] → C[e ]
The single reduction step e → e for a redex e consists of normal and exceptional reduction
steps:
Normal reduction steps
Exceptional reduction steps

(λx. e) t
handle t (λx. e)

→ [t/x]e
→ t

raise t
raise t
handle t (λx. e)
te
(λx. e) t

→
→
→
→
→

t
t
[t/x]e
t
t
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Normal reduction steps are not concerned with exceptions. Exceptional reduction steps specify
the generation, propagation and handling of exceptions.

3.2

CPS Terms

Rather than working directly with DS terms, we transform them into CPS terms where the
exception mechanism is captured by having a second (handler) continuation in addition to the
regular (success) continuation. This transformation exposes the semantics of exceptions in the
program text. We use the following grammar for CPS terms:
Root Terms
Serious Terms
Trivial Terms
Continuation Pairs
Continuation Terms

r
e
t
p
c

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

λk. e
t0 t1 p | c t
λx. r | x | v
pair(c0 , c1 ) | k
λx. e | λv. e | nrml p | hnd0 p | hnd1 v p

Note that in the CPS syntax, we are distinguishing variables x which are parameters of
functions or continuations from variables v which are only parameters to continuations. This
distinction will be used to diﬀerentiate abstractions introduced by the transform from those
already present in the DS term. nrml and hnd0 are essentially the projections for the continuation pairs; and hnd1 is used to explicitly diﬀerentiate the case when a stacked intermediate
value must be popped (aborted) to reach the handler.
The formal semantics are deﬁned similarly to that for DS terms. However, rather than using
special exception values (t); exceptional ﬂows (raise and handle expressions) are simulated by
continuation functions. Let the set of result values, γ, consist of trivial terms and immediate
functions:
γ ::= t | λx.e | λv.e | λk.e
An evaluation context C is extended for the cases of continuation pairs:
C

::= [ ] | C γ | γ C
|
pair(C , c) | pair(γ , C)
|
nrml C | hnd0 C | hnd1 v C

The single reduction step e → e for a redex e is:
Reduction steps
(λx. r)t
(λx. e)t
(λv. e)t

3.3

→ [t/x]r
→ [t/x]e
→ [t/v]e

nrml pair(γ0 , γ1 )
hnd0 pair(γ0 , γ1 )
hnd1 v pair(γ0 , γ1 )

→
→
→

γ0
γ1
γ1

Continuation-passing-style (CPS) Transformation

We use an extension of the conventional continuation-passing-style (CPS) transformation [DF92,
Plo75, Ste78] to get from a DS term to a CPS term. We remove the raise and handle expressions
by passing two continuations to each expression: one for the normal course of execution, and
a second one (the handler continuation) for exceptions.
Only raise and handle expressions use the handler continuation. A raise expression is transformed to call the current handler continuation. A handle expression is transformed to extend
the handler function with the current handler continuation. For other expressions, the handler
continuation is passively passed along, reﬂecting the dynamic scope of exceptions. Because
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[[−]]R : DS Terms → Root Terms
[[−]]E : DS Expressions → Continuation Pairs → Serious Terms
[[−]]T : DS Trivial Expressions → Trivial Terms
In mnemonic CPS term syntax:
[[e]]R
[[e0 e1 ]] n, h
[[handle e0 (λx. e1 )]]E n, h
[[raise e]]E n, h
[[t]]E n, h
[[x]]T
[[λx. r]]T
E

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

λn, h. Te [[e]] n, h
[[e0 ]]E λv0 . [[e1 ]]E λv1 . v0 v1 n, h, h h
[[e0 ]]E n, λx. [[e1 ]]E n, h
[[e]]E h, h
n [[t]]T
x
λx.[[r]]R

In the exact CPS term syntax:
[[e]]R
[[e0 e1 ]]E p
[[handle e0 (λx. e1 )]]E p
[[raise e]]E p
[[t]]E p
[[x]]T
[[λx. r]]T

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

λk. [[e]]E k
[[e0 ]]E pair(λv0 . [[e1 ]]E pair(λv1 . v0 v1 p , hnd1 v0 p) , hnd0 p)
[[e0 ]]E pair(nrml p , λx. [[e1 ]]E p)
[[e]]E pair(hnd0 p , hnd0 p)
(nrml p) [[t]]T
x
λx.[[r]]R

Figure 1: CPS transformation function [[−]]R
the handler continuation encodes both how to handle a raised exception and how to proceed
thereafter, we have to make the normal continuation ready to be captured by a handler continuation. Thus we keep passing two continuations (normal and handler continuations) to every
expression.
Figure 1 shows the extended CPS transform in a conventional functional formulation: one
in a mnemonic style and the other in our exact CPS term syntax. Notice the use of hnd1 in
the inner handler continuation of the application translation. That inner handler will only be
invoked if the evaluation of e0 succeeds, pushing an intermediate value v0 onto the stack, and
then the evaluation of e1 causes an exception. hnd1 is necessary, rather than hnd0 , because the
stacked intermediate value v0 must be popped to reach the the inner handler sitting beneath
v0 in the stack.
The correctness of this CPS transformation can be proven[KYD98] analogously to the proof
of Plotkin’s simulation theorem [HD97, Plo75].

3.4

CPS Transformation as a Judgement

In order to represent the transform in OLF, we reformulate it as three mutually recursive
judgements corresponding to [[−]]R , [[−]]E , and [[−]]T in Figure 1. A direct-style term r is
transformed into a CPS term r whenever the judgement
DR

 r −→ r
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is satisﬁed. Given a continuation pair p , a direct-style expression e is transformed into a CPS
expression e whenever the judgement
DE

 e ; p −→ e
is satisﬁed. Finally, a direct-style trivial expression t is transformed into a CPS trivial expression t whenever the judgement
DT
 t −→ t
is satisﬁed.
The derivation rules for the transform are as follows:
DE

 e ; k −→ e
DR

 e −→ λk. e
DE

 e ; pair(hnd0 p , hnd0 p) −→ e

DT

 t −→ t
DE

DE

 t ; p −→ (nrml p) t

 raise e ; p −→ e

DE

DE

 e1 ; pair(λv1 . v0 v1 p , hnd1 v0 p) −→ e1

 e0 ; pair(λv0 . e1 , hnd0 p) −→ e
DE

 e0 e1 ; p −→ e
DE

 e1 ; p −→ e1

v0 not free
in conclusion

DE

 e0 ; pair(nrml p , λx. e1 ) −→ e
DE

 handle e0 (λx. e1 ) ; p −→ e
DR

 r −→ r
DT

 x −→ x

3.5

DT

 λx. r −→ λx. r

Invariants for Results of CPS Transform

Terms resulting from a left-to-right call-by-value CPS translation of direct-style terms satisfy
an invariant on occurrences of continuation identiﬁers k and parameters v. We shall formalize
this property with ﬁve mutually recursive judgements:
Root r

Φ Exp e

Φ Triv t; Φ

Φ CPair p

where Φ is a stack of both continuation identiﬁers and parameters:
Φ ::= · | Φ, k | Φ, v
When Φ is a preﬁx of Φ, we deﬁne Φ − Φ as the remainder of Φ.
The derivation rules for these judgements are as follows:
k Exp e
Root λk. e

Φ Cont c
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Φ Triv t1 ; Φ

Φ Exp c t
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Φ Triv t0 ; Φ

Φ CPair p

Φ Exp t0 t1 p
Root r

Φ Triv x; Φ

Φ Triv λx. r; Φ
Φ Cont c0

k CPair k

Φ, v Triv v; Φ
Φ Cont c1

Φ CPair pair(c0 , c1 )

Φ Exp e

Φ, v Exp e

Φ CPair p

Φ CPair p

Φ CPair p

Φ Cont λx. e

Φ Cont λv. e

Φ Cont nrml p

Φ Cont hnd0 p

Φ, v Cont hnd1 v p

From the judgement rules, it is easy to see that continuation-pair identiﬁers, k, are used
linearly in each root term, and that continuation parameters v (which were introduced by the
CPS transform) form a stack in each serious term. In fact, the judgement actually implies
the stronger property that continuation-pair identiﬁers and parameters are used together in a
stack-like fashion. Each root term adds a new stack-frame, an identiﬁer followed by parameters,
which is fully consumed within that root term. This is apparent from the judgement on λx.r
which requires that r not depend upon anything currently in the stack.
We now state one further property of our cps transform.
DE

Lemma 2  e; p −→ e and Φ CPair p implies Φ Exp e .
DE

DE

Proof: By structural induction on  e; p −→ e . For base case,  t; p −→ (nrml p) t , note that
✷
t = v thus Φ Triv t ; Φ for all Φ.
DR

We would like to prove that  r −→ r implies Root r . Proving this directly with
the above deﬁnitions requires a logical relations style argument [DDP99, DP95]. However, by
using an ordered logical framework, this may be proved directly.

4

Ordered Logical Framework Representation

In this section, we show how to represent the terms and transform of section 3 in OLF; and
how these representations immediately give our desired proof. Following standard practice
for LF-style logical frameworks, we shall represent judgements as types and derivations as
terms [HHP93] 2 . Furthermore, we will take care that all of our representations are compositional bijections— 1) for every actual object represented there is a corresponding OLF
object (and vice-versa); and 2) the representation function and its inverse both commute with
substitution. These two properties allow us to transfer results for the representations back
to the actual objects and vice-versa. Representations which are compositional bijections are
sometimes referred to as adequate.
Our proof proceeds in the following manner.
2 For representing abstract syntax (e.g. DS terms) we may view each syntactic category as a judgement and
the constructors for terms of the category as derivation rules for the judgement.
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1. We give a representation for DS terms which is in compositional bijection with all actual
DS terms.
2. We give a representation for CPS terms which is in compositional bijection with only
actual CPS terms satisfying the invariants; our representation does not capture all terms
within the CPS grammar of section 3.2.
3. We give a representation for the CPS transform of section 3.4. This representation relates
represented DS terms to represented CPS terms. Furthermore it is in compositional
bijection with all possible CPS transformations.
DR

4. By using the preceding compositional bijections, we conclude that  r −→ r implies Root r .

4.1

DS Terms

Our representation of DS terms will use three basic types corresponding to the three kinds of
DS terms.
droot : type.
dexp : type.
dtriv : type.
We will then build our representations from term constructors corresponding to DS terms.
Note that representation uses higher-order abstract syntax, so object-level functions are represented by meta-level functions and likewise object-level variables are represented (implicitly)
by meta-level variables.
e2r
dapp
handle
raise
t2e
dabort
dlam

: dexp → droot.
: dexp → dexp → dexp.
: dexp → (dexp → dexp) → dexp.
: dexp → dexp.
: dtriv → dexp.
: dtriv.
: (triv → droot) → dtriv.

Given the previous signature, there is an obvious compositional bijection between DS
terms and canonical objects in the above signature. This bijection is established by the
following mutually recursive representation functions, −R ,−E ,−T , and their inverses
−R ,−E ,−T .
eR
e0 e1 E

= e2r eE

= dapp e0 E e1 E

handle e0 (λx. e1 )E
handle E0 (λx:dtriv. E1 )E
raise eE
tE
λx. rT
xT

e2r ER

=
=

raise eE
d2e tT

= dlam (λx:dtriv. rR )
= x

= EE

dapp E0 E1 E
=
=

=

E0 E E1 E

handle e0 E (λx:dtriv. e1 E )
handle E0 E (λx. E1 E )
raise EE
d2e T E

=
=

raise EE
T T

dlam (λx:dtriv. R)T
xT

=
=

λx. RR
x
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CPS Terms

Next, we give a representation of CPS terms satisfying the invariants of section 3.5. The key
idea behind this representation is that ordered types implicitly capture the invariants. Thus, we
can directly represent CPS terms which satisfy the invariants, without explicitly representing
the invariants. Our representation will use ﬁve basic types corresponding to the ﬁve basic kinds
of CPS terms.
root : type.

exp : type.

triv : type.

cont : type.

cpair : type.

We will then build our representations from term constructors corresponding to CPS terms.
The use of ordered types forces the CPS term representations to satisfy the invariants.
klam
app
kapp
lam
xlam
vlam
nrml
hnd0
hnd1
pair

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

(cpair  exp) → root.
cpair  triv  triv  exp.
cont  triv  exp.
(triv → root) → triv.
(triv → exp)  cont.
(triv  exp)  cont.
cpair  cont.
cpair  cont.
cpair  triv  cont.
(cont & cont)  cpair.

Note that a positive occurrence of an unrestricted function → as in the type of klam imposes
a restriction on the corresponding argument: it may not depend upon continuation-pairs k nor
parameters v which are always ordered variables. On the other hand, a negative occurrence of
→ as in the type of lam licenses the unrestricted use of the corresponding bound variable x.
The right ordered functions  impose the stack-like discipline on parameters of continuations
and the continuation-pairs themselves.
Given the previous signature, there is a compositional bijection between CPS terms satisfying the occurrence conditions and canonical objects in the above signature. This bijection is
established by the following representation function, − and its inverse −.
λk. e

=

t0 t1 p =
c t =

>

klam (λ k:cpair. e)

λx. r =
x =
v =
λx. e
λv. e
nrml p
hnd0 p
hnd1 t p

>

>

>

app p t0  t1 
>
>
kapp c t
lam (λx:triv. r)
x
v
>

= xlam (λx:triv. e)
>
>
= vlam (λ v:triv. e)
>
= (nrml p)
>
= (hnd0 p)
>
>
= (hnd1 p t)

k =
pair(c0 , c1 ) =

k
>
pair c0  , c1 

>

klam (λ k:cpair. E)
>

>

= λk. E

>

app P T0 T1  =
>
>
kapp C T  =

T0  T1  P 
C T 

lam (λx:triv. R) =
x =
v =
>

xlam (λx:triv. E)
>
>
vlam (λ v:triv. E)
>
nrml P 
>
hnd0 P 
>
>
hnd1 P T 

=
=
=
=
=

k = k
>
pair C0 , C1  =

λx. R
x
v
λx. E
λv. E
nrml P 
hnd0 P 
hnd1 T  P 
pair(C0  , C1 )
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Note that and u = u for any term u. Additionally, since variables are mapped to
variables, the representation function and its inverse are compositional (i.e., commute with
substitution).
We formally prove the correspondence in two parts.
Theorem 3 (Representations are Canonical Forms)
Consider CPS terms r, e, t, c and p with free ordinary variables among x1 , . . . , xn . Let
Γ = x1 :triv . . . xn :triv.
1. If Root r then Γ; ·  r ⇑ root.
2. If Φ Exp e then Γ; Φ  e ⇑ exp.
3. If Φ Triv t; Φ then Γ; Φ − Φ   t ⇑ triv.
4. If Φ Cont c then Γ; Φ  c ⇑ cont.
5. If Φ CPair p then Γ; Φ  p ⇑ cpair.
✷

Proof: By induction on the structure of the given derivations.
Theorem 4 (Canonical Forms are Representations)
Let Γ = x1 :triv, . . . , xn :triv be given.
1. For any M such that Γ; ·  M ⇑ root,
M  is defined and Root M .
2. For any Ω = v1 :triv, . . . , vm :triv and M such that Γ; k:cpair, Ω  M ⇑ exp,
M  is defined and Ω Exp M .
3. For any Ω = v1 :triv, . . . , vm :triv and M such that Γ; Ω  M ⇑ triv,
M  is defined and Φ, Ω Triv M ; Φ for any Φ.
4. For any Ω = v1 :triv, . . . , vm :triv and M such that Γ; k:cpair, Ω  M ⇑ cont,
M  is defined and Ω Cont M .
5. For any Ω = v1 :triv, . . . , vm :triv and M such that Γ; k:cpair, Ω  M ⇑ cpair,
M  is defined and Ω CPair M .

Proof: By induction on the structure of the given canonical derivations. For the cases when
>
M = lam (λx:triv. r), and M = klam (λ k:(triv → exp). e) note that the ordered context Ω must
be empty since no ordered variables can occur in the argument to an intuitionistic application.
✷

5

CPS Transform

We represent CPS transform with three basic types corresponding to the three judgements of
the transform.
cps r : droot → root → type.

cps e : dexp → cpair → exp → type.

cps t : dtriv → triv → type.
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We then use the following terms to construct representations of the CPS transform.
cps root :
cps triv :
cps raise :

cps app :

cps handle :

cps lam :

ΠE:dexp. ΠE  :cpair  exp.
>
(Πk:cpair. cps e E k (E  k)) → cps r (e2r E) (klam E  ).
ΠT :dtriv. ΠP :cpair. ΠT  :triv.
>
>
>
cps t T T  → cps e (t2e T ) P (kapp (nrml P ) T  ).
ΠE:dexp. ΠE  :exp. ΠP :cpair.
>
>
>
cps e E (pair hnd0 P , hnd0 P ) E  →
cps e (raise E) P E  .
ΠE0 :dexp. ΠE1 :dexp. ΠP :cpair. ΠE1 :triv  exp. ΠE  :exp.
>
>
>
cps e E0 (pair vlam E1 , hnd0 P ) E  →
>
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
(Πv0 :triv. cps e E1 (pair vlam λ v1 :triv. app P v0 v1 , hnd1 P v0 ) (E1 v0 ))→
cps e (dapp E0 E1 ) P E  .
ΠE0 :dexp. ΠE1 :dtriv → droot. ΠE1 :dtriv → droot. ΠP :cpair. ΠE  :exp.
>
>
>
cps e E0 (pair nrml P , xlam E1 ) E  →
(Πx:dtriv. Πx :triv. cps t x x → cps e (E1 x) P (E1 x ))→
cps e (handle E0 E1 ) P E  .
ΠR:dtriv → droot. ΠR :triv → root.
(Πx:dtriv. Πx :triv. cps t x x → cps r (R x) (R x ))→
cps t (dlam R) (lam R ).

We may now show the adequacy of above representation in two parts.
In the actual transformation we map variables x to themselves; in the representation we
map each variable x from a DS term to a corresponding variable x in a CPS term3 . These
variables and their relationship are captured in contexts
Γ
Γ
Γm

= x1 :dtriv . . . xn :dtriv
= x1 :triv . . . xn :triv
= m1 :cps t x1 x1 . . . mn :cps t xn xn

which always occur together in this manner. In addition we have contexts
Γk
Γv

= k1 :cpair . . . km :cpair
= v1 :triv . . . vl :triv

which include all the continuation-pair identiﬁers k and temporary variables v which may
occur in the continuation-pair p and CPS terms resulting from the translation. Note that
ordering constraints are ignored during the translation, but will be nonetheless be satisﬁed by
the resulting terms.
Theorem 5 (Representations are Canonical Forms)
Let Γ∗ = Γ, Γ , Γm , Γk , Γv be a context of the form explained above which contains all free
variables occurring in the relevant judgement. Then
DR

1.  r −→ r implies ∃M. Γ∗ ; ·  M ⇑ cps r rR r .
3 This

is accomplished by the cps lam rule.
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DE

2.  e ; p −→ e and Φ CPair p implies ∃M. Γ∗ , Φ; ·  M ⇑ cps e eE p e 
DT

3.  t −→ t implies ∃M. Γ∗ ; ·  M ⇑ cps t tT t 
Proof: By structural induction on the given derivation making use of Lemma 2.

✷

Theorem 6 (Canonical Forms are Representations) Let Γ∗ = Γ, Γ , Γm , Γk , Γv a context of the form explained above and assume the types below are canonical.
DR

1. Γ∗ ; ·  M ⇑ cps r R R implies  RR −→ R .
DE

2. Γ∗ ; ·  M ⇑ cps e E P E  implies  EE ; P  −→ E  .
DR

3. Γ∗ ; ·  M ⇑ cps t T T  implies  T T −→ T  .
Proof: By structural induction on the given canonical derivation.

✷

The adequacy of our representation gives us a simple proof that the terms resulting from a
CPS transformation satisfy the occurrence conditions of section 3.2.
DR

Theorem 7  r −→ r implies Root r .
Proof: By theorem 5 we know ·; ·  r  ⇑ root.
Then by theorem 4 we know Root r .
Then we are done since r  = r .

✷

The simplicity of the proof above may be surprising. It is so direct, because the work has
been distributed to the proof of the adequacy theorems (which are clearly not trivial), combined
with some deep properties of the logical framework such as the existence of canonical forms.
This factoring of eﬀort is typical in the use of logical frameworks.

6

Related Work

O’Hearn and Berdine have shown that the CPS transform with exceptions produces CPS
terms which use their continuation-pair argument linearly [O’H00]. This work reﬁnes that
analysis and shows that the immediate result of the transform actually uses the continuationpair argument in an ordered fashion. However, our results are brittle in the sense that the
ordering property is not preserved by arbitrary β reduction— β reducing underneath a lambda
could result in a term which doesn’t satisfy the ordering invariants.
In [PP00], Polakow and Pfenning show how OLF provides a convenient setting for reasoning about the CPS transform which doesn’t treat exceptions. This work shows how those
representation techniques easily extend to treat the CPS transform which removes exceptions.

7

Conclusion & Future Work

We formally proved the stackability and linearity of exception handlers with ML-style semantics
using the help of an ordered logical framework (OLF) [PP00]. We transformed exceptions
into continuation-passing-style (CPS) terms and formalizeed the exception properties as a
judgement on the CPS terms. Then, rather than directly proving that the properties hold
for terms, we proved our theorem for OLF representations of the CPS terms and transform.
We used the correctness of our representations to transfer the results back to the actual CPS
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terms and transform. We further showed that the results in [DP95, DDP99] carry-over to
the extended CPS transform which removes exceptions. Working with OLF representations
allowed for a relatively simple proof in which we could directly use known properties of OLF
terms (e.g. substitution properties) rather than re-proving similar properties for actual CPS
terms satisfying our invariants.
We can also extend our analysis to cover evaluation of CPS terms. The invariants satisﬁed
by CPS-transformed terms clearly suggest a stack-like evaluation mechanism. In fact, we can
show (though space doesn’t permit it in this paper) that a stack-like evaluation machine for
CPS terms, which takes advantage of the ordering invariants, behaves the same as a regular
evaluation machine which always uses substitution.
Our work can be seen as two-fold: it is a theoretical justiﬁcation of existing compilers
that use the stack mechanism to implement exceptions; and it demonstrates the value of a
(ordered) logical framework as a conceptual tool in the theoretical study of programming
languages. We conjecture that many systems with constrained resource access will have a
natural representation in an ordered logical framework.

8
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